Upon aligning these DNA reads to the reference genome (hg38), we observed that they are much more accurate than raw nanopore or PacBio reads: as expected, because these are CCS (circular consensus sequence) reads. The heuristics in tandem-genotypes may not all be relevant for these higher-accuracy reads. CCS reads can be used when a library insert is short, up to around 5 kb [1] , so may not be applicable to large repeat expansions.
The HTT locus has a compound tandem repeat, with poly-CAG (encoding poly-Gln) next to poly-CCG (encoding poly-Pro). For this test, we ran tandem-genotypes with the reference genomic coordinates of the poly-Gln region (21 codons, whereas Höijer et al. regard the repeat as 19 codons. The boundaries are debatable.) For each sample, tandem-genotypes shows 2 sharp peaks (2 alleles), but some are a few copies off from the results of fragment analysis (Additional File1: Figure S20a ). By referring to Table 1 of [1] , it appears that these tandem-genotypes peaks agree perfectly with the length of the whole compound repeat, not just the poly-Gln part. This is not surprising, because tandem-genotypes counts expansions up to 60 bases either side of the annotated repeat (see the main text). On the other hand, if we run it with option --near=0, it shows the length change of the poly-CAG region, in perfect agreement with fragment analysis (Additional File1: Figure   S20b ).
In general, there is no simple way to choose the repeat boundaries and/or the --near parameter. For less well-studied repeats, it may be unclear whether the length change of a whole compound repeat, or perfect sub-repeats, is more important. The default --near value is intended to avoid false negatives (which is important for clinical screening), by catching expansions that are aligned slightly beyond the repeat annotation. This is probably the main parameter that a user may consider adjusting.
Comparison to SV-calling software NGMLR-v.0.2.4 and sniffles-v.1.0.8 were run like this:
ngmlr -t 8 -r GRCh38.fa -q file.fasta -x pacbio -o out.sam samtools were used for sam-to-bam conversion, sorting and indexing, then:
For PBSV-v.2.0.1 (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/pbsv), we took the preceding NGMLR alignment file, then used these commands according to the PBSV instructions: pbsv discover out.sorted.bam out.svsig.gz pbsv call GRCh38.fa out.svsig.gz out.var.vcf NanoSV (downloaded from https://github.com/mroosmalen/nanosv on May 2017) was run as follows on the LAST alignment output.
Then, sam-to-bam conversion, sorting and indexing were done using samtools.
nanosv.pl -sambamba path-to-sambamba -c 3 out.sorted.bam > out.vcf For these SV tools, we defined a tandem-repeat alteration to be "detected" if any kind of variant was predicted overlapping the tandem repeat annotation, else "not detected".
Prioritization of copy number changes with random parameters
We tested multi-dataset prioritization with 10 different random parameters (Additional File1: Table S5 ) like this:
tandem-genotypes-join --scores random-score file data1 : data2 
